
Nesting boxes
Here is the chart for the measurements:
Every box is one square for the lid, of any size, and one square for the bottom 1/4 inch less

The NEXT box LID is the previous bottom measurement minus 1/2 inch then minus 1/4 inch 
of THAT measurement for the bottom

First box   lid = 8  inch square bottom = 7 3/4 inch square

Next box   lid = 7 1/4 inch  square  bottom = 7  inch square

Next box   lid = 6 1/2 inch square bottom = 6 1/4 inch square

Next box   lid = 5 3/4 inch square bottom = 5 1/2 inch square

Next box   lid = 5 inch square bottom = 4 3/4 inch   square etc. etc. etc.

a tutorial by Mary Anne Walters

1. First find and mark the centre of your square by laying your ruler corner to corner 
to find the intersection
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2. Next, fold in all four corners to meet at the centre point.  Crease the folds

Once you have done this you will have a much smaller square - do NOT UNFOLD.
The next folds will be made on this smaller square

3.  With the smooth side down fold the two opposite sides in to meet at the centre line

Centre
line
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4. Open these out and fold the other two opposite sides in to meet at the centre line

Centre
line

5.  Now a few cuts - on all four corners (working on the same smaller square) where 
you see the square created by the fold in the last two steps,  snip in from the edge to 
the first fold line 
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6. Open these out and cut away the small triangle in each corner 

Centre
line

7. Time to fold! First, open out the sort of house shapes opposite each other

Here
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8. Fold the tabs on the side IN and fold the house shapes OVER THEM to make the 
box bottom or lid.

Centre
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9. Tilt the box and crease well each of the four sides
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To decorate, open the boxes out again.  Note which is the lid and which is the bottom 
for each set and take note of the edges that are the TOP edge and the BOTTOM edge 
so your stamping is the right way up!

A word of warning.  You can’t really cover too many edges with paper or anything that 
will increase the width of a side or the boxes will not nest properly.  Stick to stamping, 
or limit the sides you cover with paper or add stickers to to ONE side, except the 
outside of the first box.  If you do use patterned paper (and do use thin PAPER not 
patterned card stock) you can test the nesting by adhering your paper to all four sides 
with temporary adhesive and check the fit before you commit!

The card stock I used was 140 GSM so thinner than proper scrapbooking card.  Thicker 
card may make the boxes hard to nest as well.

Use Post-it note masks to ensure you are stamping or inking only on the side you want!

Have fun!

Mary Anne


